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O
rganic electronic devices are be-
ing actively investigated for appli-
cation areas where the use of

conventional Si-based devices is impracti-
cal, too expensive, or impossible, such as
solution-coated large-area solar cells and
inkjet-printable electronic circuits. One of
the most studied semiconductors for or-
ganic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) is poly-3-
hexylthiophene (P3HT). P3HT is solution-
processable, exhibits a relatively high
charge carrier mobility (�0.1 cm2/(V · s))1

and is commercially available. When cast
from solvents into thin films, P3HT has a
semicrystalline microstructure composed
of nanoscale (10�50 nm) crystallites and
amorphous regions. The performance of
P3HT OTFTs is strongly affected by the
microstructure of the semiconductor
layer,2�11 while the lack of control over this
microstructure has severely hampered fur-
ther progress in the development of im-
proved P3HT-based applications (e.g., solar
cells, thin film electronics, etc.).12,13

A key factor in determining the micro-
structure of P3HT is the nature of the sub-
strate/semiconductor interface. Indeed,
P3HT crystallites in a cast film nucleate at
the substrate surface upon evaporation of
the solvent.14,15 Moreover, in bottom-gate
OTFT configurations this interface is of par-
ticular significance because it is the location
of the charge accumulation layer.
Substrate�polymer interactions are known
to affect the microstructure of the semicrys-
talline semiconductor, thereby influencing
carrier mobility.16 The highest charge carrier
mobility in the plane of the substrate is ob-
served when both the alkyl chains and the
thiophene rings of the P3HT crystallites
are normal to the substrate (edge-on
orientation).1,2,4,17 However, the specific sub-
strate characteristics that govern P3HT or-

dering remain largely unknown and are
extremely difficult to investigate experi-
mentally due to the buried nature of the
P3HT�substrate interface. Greater under-
standing of these interactions is fundamen-
tally important to the field of organic elec-
tronics, as it will lead to reliably improved
device performance. Thus, great interest in
illuminating the underlying mechanisms of
P3HT ordering persists.18 In this work we use
P3HT as a model polymeric semiconductor
to examine, for the first time using compu-
tational tools, the problem of engineering
P3HT morphology through controlling the
interactions between P3HT and the
substrate.

Chemically modifying a typical sub-
strate (SiO2 thermally grown on a Si wafer)
with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of
octadecyl-trichlorosilane (OTS) substantially
enhances the device performance of most
polymeric semiconductors.15,19�21 X-ray
rocking curves indicate that the angular
spread of crystallites about the substrate
normal plays an important role in charge
transport: the smaller the spread, the bet-
ter the intergrain electronic coupling.7,22,23

For instance, treating the dielectric surface
with OTS produced a population of P3HT
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ABSTRACT Molecular dynamics simulations are used to study the influence of functionalized substrates on

the orientation of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanocrystallites, which in turn plays a critical role in P3HT-based

transistor performance. The effects of alkyl-trichlorosilane self-assembled monolayer packing density, packing

order, and end-group functionality are independently investigated. Across these factors, the potential energy

surface presented by the substrate to the P3HT molecules is determined to be the main driver of P3HT ordering.

Surprisingly, disordered substrates with a smoothly varying potential energy landscape are found to encourage

edge-on P3HT orientation, while highly ordered substrates have undesirable potential energy wells that reduce

the edge-on orientation of P3HT because of substrate�side-chain interactions.
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crystallites oriented within an angular spread smaller

than 0.03° (limited by the resolution of the rocking

curve measurement) up to 1 order of magnitude larger

than that produced on hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS)-

treated surfaces.15

Given that the relative orientation of the polymer

crystallites plays such an important role in charge trans-

port, the objective of this work is to study some of the

most important substrate properties that affect such

orientation. On an ideal OTS-treated substrate, the OTS

molecules are nearly fully extended24 and packed at a

high density of roughly 5 chains per nm2,25�27 screen-

ing the effects of the substrate below. Moreover, when

perfectly ordered, the OTS molecules are close-packed

on the surface, exhibiting long-range order, in contrast

to amorphous silica.26,28 These facts together indicate

that the perfectly packed OTS monolayers used in this

study, along with the perturbations we apply, are actu-

ally quite realistic. It has also been suggested that the

chemical properties of the substrate influence how the

P3HT chains pack.29 Here we independently adjust

these physical and chemical properties to determine

their effects on desirable edge-on P3HT ordering. Table

1 describes the parameters defining the alkyl-tri-

chlorosilane SAM layer that were varied in the simula-

tions, namely, density, packing order, and end group

functionality. A packing order value of 0.33, for ex-

ample, indicates that 67% of the SAM molecules are

randomly displaced from their equilibrium positions in

the plane of the substrate by an amount equal to at

most half the packing distance in the plane of the

substrate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study parametrically investigates the signifi-

cance of substrate monolayer density, packing order,

and end-group functionality on P3HT ordering. To this

end, we have performed classical molecular dynamics

(MD) simulations with a simulation geometry as shown

in Figure 1. With periodic boundaries and near-ideal
registry between neighboring images, the computa-
tions closely represent P3HT crystallites such as those
that would be found near the substrate surface in a thin
film.

The initial P3HT configuration (Figure 1a) is chosen
to be very similar to the nanocrystallites of edge-on ori-
ented low-molecular weight (MW) P3HT observed at
the OTS-P3HT interface by Kline et al.15 The key figure
of merit considered here is the mean order parameter,
�S�, averaged over all 608 monomers every 1000
timesteps. �S� is given by

where � is the angle between a monomer vector (de-
fined below) and the substrate normal and n is the to-
tal number of side chains. We consider two possibilities
for the order parameter: �S�sidechain, in which case the
monomer vector points from the S atom on each
thiophene ring to the terminal CH3 group on the corre-
sponding alkyl chain; and �S�ring, in which case the
monomer vector points from the S atom on each
thiophene ring to an opposing C atom on that ring.
�S�sidechain incorporates side-chain conformational de-
grees of freedom, while �S�ring does not. In both cases,
�S� � 1 corresponds to perfect edge-on orientation and
�S� � �0.5 corresponds to face-on orientation (see Fig-
ure 1 inset). All systems studied reach a steady state
with respect to �S� in under 0.5 ns; however, to con-
firm that a steady state had indeed been reached, sev-
eral representative simulations were run for at least 1 ns
each. We note from Table 1 that �S�sidechain and �S�ring cor-
relate perfectly in their trends, and from this point we
confine the discussion to �S�sidechain, or simply �S�.

We find that our results can be separated in three
distinct P3HT side-chain order regimes (see Table 1):
(1) �S� larger than 0.6 (high orientational order); (2) �S�

between 0.6 and 0.5 (intermediate orientational order);

TABLE 1. Simulation Names and Resultsa

ring �S�ring side chain �S�

trial name SAM density SAM order SAM fluorine fraction orientational order value/stdev orientational order value/stdev simulation time (ns)

perfect_layer 1.0 1.0 0.0 low 0.23/0.020 low 0.47/0.013 1.012
dens_75 0.75 1.0 0.0 low* 0.21/0.015 low* 0.49/0.0095 1.097
dens_50 0.5 1.0 0.0 low* 0.12/0.011 low* 0.44/0.010 0.186
bare_substrate 0.0 (no SAM) N/A N/A high 0.75/0.011 high 0.69/0.0095 1.002
order_66 1.0 0.66 0.0 high 0.76/0.022 high 0.70/0.0093 2.999
order_33 1.0 0.33 0.0 low 0.26/0.020 low 0.48/0.013 1.345
order_0 1.0 0.0 0.0 high 0.77/0.032 high 0.70/0.014 1.044
fluor_25 1.0 1.0 0.25 medium 0.45/0.014 medium 0.54/0.012 0.175
fluor_50 1.0 1.0 0.50 medium 0.37/0.018 medium 0.55/0.0098 0.358
fluor_100 1.0 1.0 1.0 medium 0.41/0.013 medium 0.55/0.0097 1.010
control P3HT only N/A N/A low 0.14/0.010 low 0.45/0.0086 0.423

aDensity � 1.0 corresponds to 5 OTS molecules nm�2. Order � 1.0 is perfect hexagonal packing. Fluorination � 1.0 is 100% SAM termination with CF3 groups instead of
CH3. Reported �S� values are averages over final 100 ps at intervals of 1 ps (final 20 ps for the shorter runs). Trials with an asterisk (*) next to their �S� values exhibited in-
terdigitation among the P3HT side chains and the SAM molecules.

〈S〉 ) (∑
i

3 cos2 θi - 1

2 )/n (1)
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and (3) �S� smaller than 0.5 (low orientational order).

Perhaps counterintuitively, we find that disordered

SAMs generate the highest �S� values. The ordered OTS

monolayers, for the CH3 and CF3 end group chemis-

tries considered here, produce the lowest degree of

edge-on orientation in the P3HT crystallites (corre-

sponding to an average ring tilt angle away from the

vertical of �45°), while disordered substrates correlate

with increased P3HT orientational order (i.e., larger val-

ues of �S� corresponding to an average ring tilt angle of

�23°). Several potential explanations for these results

were ruled out; first, annealing and cooling simulations

show that the ordering is not driven by the thermal mo-

tion of the OTS or the side chains. Second, the trans/

gauche ratios of the P3HT side chains do not vary with

changes in the order parameter. Instead, as we demon-

strate in more detail below, the key difference be-

tween ordered and disordered substrates is that highly

ordered SAMs present disruptive energy minima to P3HT

molecules.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the gaps between per-

fectly packed OTS chains serve as potential energy

wells for P3HT side chains, even though they are not

large enough to permit interdigitation (which occurs

only when the SAM is not fully dense). The energy dis-

played in Figure 2 represents the per-atom potential en-

ergy of the terminal C atoms on the P3HT side chains

as they interact with the substrate; the reported energy

is the sum of pair, bond, angle, dihedral, and improper

terms. The extended deep potential energy wells and

sharp energy peaks presented to the P3HT side chains

by a well-ordered substrate can be seen in Figure 2. The

perfectly packed OTS molecules are very restricted in

their motion and remain close to their original lattice

sites, shown in the figure as black dots. Low potential

energy regions correspond to interstitial spaces be-

tween OTS close-packed directions, and high potential

energies occur on or near OTS sites where side-chain

terminal groups collide with the CH3 groups on the OTS

molecules. The three trajectories in the figure demon-

strate that the P3HT side chains tend to linger in the en-

ergy wells and move abruptly away from regions of

high potential energy. The wells on this ordered poten-

Figure 1. (a) Initial simulation geometry, prior to any simulation time. An edge-on P3HT crystal equilibrated in isolation under NPT con-
ditions (T � 300 K) and consisting of 2 � 8 � 2 19-mers is placed in contact with an amorphous silica substrate and a SAM with a maxi-
mum of 240 OTS molecules. Visualization created with Qutemol.36 (b) An example of an equilibrated simulation (order_66 from Table 1)
after 2.999 ns of dynamics. Some P3HT backbones appear to be divided because they passed through a periodic boundary and appeared
on the other side of the simulation cell.

Figure 2. XY projection of typical per-atom potential ener-
gies (pair, bond, angle, dihedral, and improper contribu-
tions) of P3HT side-chain terminal C atoms that are nearest
the OTS surface in the perfect_layer simulation. The three
darker lines are trajectories for three individual C atoms.
Black dots are the nominal positions of OTS molecules.
These perfectly packed molecules create disruptive peri-
odic energy minima for the P3HT side chains. Scale bar is 1
nm. Units of energy are kcal/mol.
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tial energy surface strongly attract the P3HT side chains

and encourage a face-on orientation in which the side

chains lie flat on the substrate.

The predictions of the present work with regard to

crystalline OTS monolayers may now be experimen-

tally investigated. Recently, Ito et al.30 demonstrated the

ability to spin-coat essentially crystalline OTS monolay-

ers on silica. Pentacene and fullerene thin films depos-

ited on the crystalline OTS showed higher mobilities

than films on more disordered OTS. These experimen-

tal results, however, do not contradict our predictions

as pentacene and C60 lack the alkyl side chains that

drive ordering in our simulations. No mobility measure-

ments on polymeric thin films were reported.

The effects of partially disordered (i.e., 33% and

67% disordered) SAMs were more complex; these simu-

lations showed the greatest fluctuations in their order

parameters over time. The fluctuations can be corre-

lated with local variations in the surface potential,

which in turn depended on how the OTS molecules

had been randomly perturbed from perfect packing in

the simulation setup. As a result of this randomization,

some regions of the monolayer were highly ordered

and others were disordered. In these simulations it was

found that the P3HT chains moved continually around

on the substrate attempting to find a stable configura-

tion; however, such a configuration is unlikely due to

the mixed ordered/disordered nature of these OTS

SAMs. Thus, the P3HT side chains “wander” on the sub-
strate energy landscape, interacting with both ordered
and disordered OTS for prolonged periods of time. The
influence of these local variations in surface potential is
shown in Figure 3. The data illustrate the dependence
of �S� on the local order at the interface. Figure 3a sug-
gests that the P3HT morphology is strongly dependent
on local substrate surface potential. The value of the ori-
entational order parameter �S� for all P3HT side chains
decreases sharply at approximately 620 ps after the be-
ginning of the simulation, dominated by the side chains
located directly at the monolayer/P3HT interface. At
825 ps, the order parameter for surface side chains in-
creases dramatically, and the rest of the P3HT crystal
trends toward greater order as well. This surface-
mediated disordering and ordering is especially note-
worthy since the near-surface P3HT side chains consti-
tute only a small fraction of the total number of side
chains, and entered into the total �S� calculation accord-
ingly. Figure 3 panels b and c examine side-chain po-
tential energies at the aforementioned times of rela-
tively low (620 ps) and high (825 ps) surface side-chain
order, respectively. Similar to Figure 2, Figure 3b exhib-
its wide regions of extremely low potential energy and
relatively steep gradients, which correlate with low
P3HT orientational order. Figure 3c, in contrast, has gen-
erally higher potential energy, with no deep potential
energy wells, and more gentle gradients, hinting at
greater substrate disorder. It was found that the end
groups of the SAM molecules in these more disordered
parts of the substrate are more mobile, oscillating far
from their initial positions over time and presenting a
relatively even surface of higher potential energy to the
P3HT side chains. P3HT in contact with a surface of
that nature displayed greater orientational order.

The cases in which P3HT was placed on a com-
pletely disordered SAM or on a bare amorphous
SiO2 surface gave the most stable edge-on orienta-
tion of the crystallites. Figure 4 shows near-surface
P3HT side-chain potential energies on a bare SiO2

substrate, which produced a high average order pa-
rameter �S�. The surface potential, as experienced by
P3HT side-chain terminal C atoms, is generally high,
with only small energy wells. The energy wells are
bounded by potential peaks, which screen their trap-
ping effect on P3HT side chains. Thus, the bare SiO2

surface does not show evidence of a high density of
sites that can strongly attract the P3HT side chains
and disrupt the P3HT orientation. Indeed, X-ray dif-
fraction studies have shown that poly(thiophene)
crystallites are well-oriented on bare SiO2 surfaces.22

Bare SiO2 likely shows poor experimental device
performance as a result of poorer longer-scale crys-
tallinity of the polymer film and the presence of
charge traps at the dielectric surface.22 In light of
these facts, we conclude that our findings in the
bare_substrate trial are fully consistent with experi-

Figure 3. (a) Evolution in time of side-chain order parameters for
the order_33 simulation. The total �S� is separated into contribu-
tions from side chains closest to the substrate, between the two
layers of P3HT molecules, and at the top of the simulation box. (b)
Surface potential energies of the terminal side-chain C atoms
from 625 ps to 641 ps in Figure 3a, where �S� is low. Same quan-
tity as panel b plotted from 884 ps to 900 ps, when �S� is high (c).
Scale bars are 1 nm. Units of energy are kcal/mol.
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ment; we consider here only relatively short-range
order and do not model charge transport or device
properties.

We make a final note regarding P3HT backbone
spacing in our simulations, which would relate to
crystal d-spacing in a diffraction experiment. We
calculated average nearest neighbor minimum
backbone�backbone distances for all of our trials
by examining the point of closest approach between
monomers of neighboring backbones. We specifi-
cally excluded spacing in the y-direction in Figure
1, which corresponds to the ends of two P3HT back-
bones in contact, and focused on the more interest-
ing case of packing in the x and z directions. We
found that our minimum nearest neighbor distances
varied by up to 5.1% depending on the degree of
order �S�. Trials with greater edge-on orientation
tended to show larger P3HT backbone spacings. We
attribute this to the fact that substrates that showed

lower �S� order also had lower surface potentials

and hence strongly attracted the P3HT side chains,

pulling the molecules more tightly together. These

variations in lattice spacings may have been unde-

tected so far because in reported X-ray diffraction

experiments, the OTS layer is solution-deposited and

therefore inherently disordered. Thus, the orienta-

tional order parameter of the P3HT on the experi-

mental OTS layer is similar to that on bare SiO2. To

the best of our knowledge, X-ray diffraction of P3HT

on crystalline OTS layers has not been reported. Fi-

nally, X-ray diffraction probes the entirety of the film

while our calculations only refer to the first two lay-

ers of polymer, which is where charge transport

occurs.

CONCLUSIONS
This computational study indicates that the po-

tential energy landscape created by the substrate

for P3HT side chains affects the orientation of nano-

crystallites of the polymer. From this main finding,

we can make several predictions for further experi-

mental and theoretical investigation. Perhaps sur-

prisingly, perfectly ordered crystal-like substrates

can disrupt ideal edge-on P3HT orientation if they

present deep energy wells to the P3HT side chains.

The disordered substrates considered here, which

have energetically smoother and generally higher

potential energy surfaces, encourage P3HT crystal-

lite orientation closer to the ideal edge-on texture.

High-energy substrates may be theoretically desir-

able as well since they would tend to minimize P3HT

side-chain contact, thus favoring edge-on orienta-

tion; in practice, however, they are more susceptible

to contamination. A chemically mixed monolayer,

for example, might provide packing irregularities

that would ultimately encourage edge-on P3HT

alignment.

METHODS
The classical MD simulations described in this work em-

ploy the COMPASS forcefield31 for all atom�atom interac-
tions. The simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS
(large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator)
code32 under constant particle number, volume, and temper-
ature (NVT) conditions at a temperature of 300 K, using three-
dimensional periodic boundary conditions. The equations of
motion were integrated using the Verlet algorithm33 with a
time step of 1.0 fs. The nonbonded van der Waals interactions
were treated by truncating atom pairs with an interatomic
distance greater than rc � 15 Å, coupled with a long-range
tail correction.34 The particle�particle particle�mesh Ewald
(PPPM) method35 was used for the long-range treatment
of electrostatic interactions with a k-space accuracy set at
10�5.
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